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Agenda

To critically assess the impacts that 

complex technologies such as blockchain 

(or smart contracts), artificial intelligence 

(including big data) and the internet of 

things could have for public procurement 

governance and oversight



Background –

Excessive claims?
‘AI to Revolutionize Procurement’ 
(P Smith, ‘Five ways AI will turbocharge procurement’, p 9)

‘6 Ways to Leverage AI in 

Procurement Today’

‘How AI Can Help Solve Some of the 

Biggest Challenges in Procurement’

https://www.raconteur.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/AI_Revolution_in_Procurement_HICX-1.pdf
http://spendmatters.com/2018/11/15/6-ways-to-leverage-ai-in-procurement-today/
https://procurecondm.wbresearch.com/ai-solves-biggest-challenges-in-procurement-ty-u


Background –

Scary stories?
Hawking: ‘emergence of AI could be the 
"worst event in the history of our civilization"’

‘New AI fake text generator may be too 
dangerous to release’

‘Scientist warns against AI discoveries’

‘Algorithm now better at detecting emotions 
than people are’

https://www.cnbc.com/2017/11/06/stephen-hawking-ai-could-be-worst-event-in-civilization.html
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/feb/14/elon-musk-backed-ai-writes-convincing-news-fiction
https://www.ft.com/content/e7bc0fd2-3149-11e9-8744-e7016697f225
https://hbr.org/2018/07/3-ways-ai-is-getting-more-emotional


Procurement, public 

procurement & AI
Most of the claims and the opportunities 

identified in ‘AI & procurement’ generally 

concern business processes and 

unregulated business expenditure

What about public procurement?



Application of AI to public 

procurement has distinct 

challenges
Beyond obvious issues of cost, inertia and difficult implementation 

(think e-procurement), there is a need to scope the (real) potential of 

AI in the context of public procurement

It seems that the analysis in this field is much closer to issues 

concerning general ‘AI & law’ rather than ‘AI & procurement’

Ultimately, this is (also) about ‘AI & public governance’ and shares 

concerns and potential solutions with GovTech

https://www.bennettinstitute.cam.ac.uk/publications/thinking-about-govtech-brief-guide-policymakers/


Research question(s)

How can complex technologies* improve the governance of public 
expenditure through procurement?

• What does procurement governance aim for and why is it needed?

• What mechanisms are used to foster procurement governance?

• How can complex technologies improve existing mechanisms? 
Can they create new governance mechanisms?

• Can complex technologies create new governance risks? 
If so, how can they be assessed and remedied?
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Complex 

technologies



What complex 

technologies* are we 

talking about?
Difficult to establish closed categories, 

but it seems to me that there are sufficient 

differences to distinguish between

• AI (aka machine learning) / big data

• Blockchain / smart contracts

• Internet of things



So, what is left out?

Discussion will not cover

• Innovative / procurement / of innovation

• ‘Proper’ e-procurement

• Public e-commerce
• Eg ChileCompra

• Eg US government e-portal on pipeline

• Robots delivering services

https://www.chilecompra.cl/
https://interact.gsa.gov/sites/default/files/Commercial Platform Implementation Plan.pdf


Brief technological 

analysis
From a functional perspective, we need to understand the main 

strengths of each of the complex technologies in order to identify 

the aspects of procurement governance to which they could be 

usefully applied

This requires some unavoidable simplification 



AI / ML / big data

It’s main strength lies in the ability to 

process enormous amounts of 

information and extract patterns that 

could escape a human analyst

The main difficulty in its rollover lies in the 

current limitations to natural text ML

Supervised ML (ie the use of ‘labeled’ 

data) seems to be best current standard



Caveat re AI:

No data, no fun
‘accurate, reliable, readily available and 

retrievable master data is the foundation for the 

control, transparency and efficiency that goes into 

making the path of digital transformation simpler’

This is just obvious, but it is particularly 

concerning in the area of procurement, given 

the lack of reliable detailed data

http://spendmatters.com/uk/the-future-of-ai-in-procurement-nothing-without-good-data/


Blockchain / 

smart contracts
Their main strength seems to be their 
‘self-executability’, which in reality is a by-
product of the decentralized processing of 
information (distributed ledger)

They are tools that foster collaborative 
strategies in trustless environments

Main constraint is computing power 
(limited to 700 word-contracts)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1805.05844.pdf


Internet of things 

(IoT)
Its main strength comes from its 

promise to bridge the divide between 

the physical and the virtual, as well as to 

allow for real time control of remote 

physical processes

Its main limitation seems to be related to 

cost and vulnerability of the system



Procurement 

governance



Procurement governance: 

why and how?
Long story short, procurement governance is needed due to the 
involvement of humans (with their fallibility and weaknesses)

On the whole, it seeks to protect the public/taxpayers from the main 
risks of maladministration of the procurement function: corruption, 
discrimination and inefficiency …

… by fostering: competition, transparency and integrity 
(ie compliance with prescriptive rules of conduct) (Schooner, 2002)

https://scholarship.law.gwu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1101&context=faculty_publications


Functional approach

Can either of the complex technologies 

reduce the risks of maladministration by 

improving existing (or creating new) 

mechanisms to foster competition, 

transparency and integrity?



Complex technologies 

and procurement 

governance



Competition and complex 

technologies
Can AI avoid the need for tenders altogether?

Can AI improve competition through tender design?

Can AI support the preparation/submission of offers?

Can AI improve competition in the execution of the procurement 
(eg through new ways of ‘mechanized’ negotiations)?

Can AI support contract modification / market-matching?

Can AI improve competition oversight?

• CMA Screening for Cartels (2017)

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/screening-for-cartels-tool-for-procurers


Transparency and complex 

technologies
Can AI improve the use of already disclosed information?

Can AI change the way in which information is disclosed while 

guaranteeing equivalent levels of functional transparency?

Can AI improve the general oversight of the procurement function 

(eg by supporting the activities of NAO, or developing algorithms 

not focused on bid rigging, but rather on administrative anomalies)?



Integrity and complex 

technologies
Can AI + IoT improve decisions of what and when to buy?

Can AI improve exclusion and qualitative selection decisions?

Can AI improve the identification / management of conflicts of interest?

Can blockchain + IoT improve contract execution and its oversight?

Can blockchain improve traceability of funds linked to procurement 
and/or the delivery of digital services?

Can the underlying structure of blockchain and/or AI improve the review 
of procurement decisions?



Sidebar: litigation

Can AI avoid procurement litigation?

Can AI support procurement litigation?

There are compounded issues here, as the 

difficulty (in particular in the UK) derives 

from the very limited number of cases 

(both at domestic and EU level)



Preliminary conclusions

There is (theoretical) potential to improve procurement governance 
by means of complex technologies—in particular, AI—but there are 
two main sources of limitation

First, from a practical perspective, there is no adequate data 
infrastructure to support desirable changes

Second, from a forward-looking perspective, the new risks and the 
vulnerabilities of an amended/alternative governance system 
require further thought and, I submit, preemptive regulation



Tentative (further) hypothesis

For as long as humans are involved (and would they ever not be?), 

complex technologies will not provide an absolute or infallible 

solution to any of the governance problems that are inherent to the 

public procurement function

There is thus a need to develop a sound way of balancing different 

types of governance/regulatory risks and benefits. Not doing so 

carries the foreseeable risk of implementing reforms doomed to fail 

and/or (almost) impossible to undo (think outsourcing)



Thank you for your 

attention & stay in 

touch
a.sanchez-graells@bristol.ac.uk

@asanchezgraells
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